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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
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The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
REAL ID to Launch in 2016: TSA Will Force Airline Passengers to Show National 
ID Before Flying 
Starting in 2016, the Transportation Security Administration will require all airline 
passengers to present a REAL ID compliant identification card or a passport in order to 
board a flight. The Department of Homeland Security estimates that 20-30% of 
Americans live in jurisdictions that are not REAL ID compliant, meaning their 
driver's licenses will no longer be accepted during security checks at the airport. 
Most Americans use a state-issued driver's license as their primary identification card. 
However, federal-level politicians have pushed for many years, the implementation of a 
national ID card, which privacy and states' rights advocates have argued against as a 
threat to citizens' private information or an affront to state authority. Reports of a move 
towards a national ID card were often dismissed by skeptics as conspiracy theories until 
2005, when the REAL ID Act passed into law. However, the REAL ID has experienced 
significant pushback from many non-compliant states, forcing federal officials to delay 
its implementation. 
Fast forward nearly a decade, and the REAL ID is set to launch in airports across the 
United States starting in January of 2016. According to KTVN-2, the Transportation 
Security Administration will no longer accept state-issued driver's licenses that lack 
REAL ID compliant features as an accepted form of ID for boarding aircraft after the 
beginning of next year. 
However, the adoption of the REAL ID by citizens is being portrayed as voluntary. Said 
Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles Public Information Officer David Fierro in 
comments to KTVN-2, "It is a choice. It's not mandatory. It's a choice for secured 
identification. If you use a passport when you're traveling you don't have any problems. 
If you use your driver's license as identification, you'll need to either apply for the REAL 
ID card or get a passport." While adoption of the federal REAL ID card by citizens may 
not be mandatory, those who choose not to get a passport or REAL ID will effectively be 
barred from airline travel. 
REAL ID compliant cards must capture specific identifying details about each person 
and associate the data with a unique number. Privacy advocates worry that the 
REAL ID's information database will eventually merge with other federal data 
sweeps such as the FBI's Next Generation Identification system, which stores 
biometric data on Americans (many of whom have never been suspected of 
committing a crime), and the National Security Agency's trove of stolen private 



online and mobile communications. The cards must also contain an electronic swipe 
feature allowing machines to read and write to them, raising fears that the REAL ID may 
be vulnerable to tampering by hackers and identity thieves.  
Some US states, such as Maine, New Hampshire, Hawaii, and Idaho, have passed 
laws against participating in the REAL ID program, meaning state-issued ID cards 
from those states may not be compliant in time for 2016. According to the 
Department of Homeland Security, 20-30% of Americans live in jurisdictions that are not 
compliant with the program, meaning citizens in those areas may no longer be able to 
use their state-issued driver's licenses to board aircraft after January 2016. KIVI-TV 
notes that Idaho legislators are currently scrambling to find a solution to this problem. 
The REAL ID's implementation process is designed to come in four stages, two of which 
are already complete. The first two phases require the use of compliant cards to get into 
nuclear power plants and restricted federal facilities. The third phase of implementation, 
coming in October, mandates the presentation of REAL ID cards in order to enter semi-
restricted federal facilities such as courthouses and military bases that require 
identification for admittance, with a waiver granted for individuals seeking entry to apply 
for federal benefits. The last phase of implementation, set to begin in January of 
2016, will take place during security checks at airports. 

 
Airlines Consider Requiring Proof Of Vaccination For Domestic Air Travel  
Traveling by air may get even more complicated if a reported plan by major carrier 
airlines requiring passengers to be vaccinated comes to fruition. Lie Alert: After the 
increasing problem of unvaccinated individuals contracting and spreading 
communicable diseases, airlines hope to be a stopgap solution to preventing 
larger outbreaks. An inside source with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
suggests that, “Multiple major carriers have begun discussing requiring 
vaccination records for all passengers before allowing them to board a flight.” 
The FAA source, speaking on condition of anonymity explains that many of the 
airlines have, “had it with the anti-vaccination arguments and don’t want to be left 
with the guilt and partial responsibility when a preventable disease spreads by 
way of air travel.” It is assumed that a valid vaccination record will be required 
upon check in before travelers embark on their journey. “It’ll add another step to 
the flight process, but the airlines, so far, are willing to absorb any costs 
associated with it,” said the FAA source. It is not expected to impact the already 
beleaguered Transportation Security Administration as this would be an elective 
requirement and not a federally mandated change. 
With the vaccine and autism link now reaching a fevered pitch after an Italian 
court awarding compensation to a boy for vaccine-induced autism. (See 
the Italian document here,) and the US media blacking out the story and not 
reporting it, and the federal Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, awarding 
millions of dollars to two children with autism for "pain and suffering" and 
lifelong care of their injuries, there is ample evidence as to why US citizens would 
elect to avoid vaccines like the plague.

 
U.S. SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS MANDATORY VACCINATIONS IN NY  
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If you were a parent who has researched vaccine dangers compulsively as a 
means to protect your child from questionable adjuvants and known 
neurotoxins, what would you do if a US Supreme Court told you that you had no 
‘right’ to refuse vaccines for your child? Well, a New York court made such a 
determination long ago, and recently refused the plea of a plaintiff who tried to 
overturn the archaic decision. 
In Jacobson [v. Massachusetts], all children who attend New York public schools 
can be ‘forced’ to be vaccinated, according to a 2nd circuit court of law. The law 
was determined in 1905 but was recently challenged by Dina Check, the plaintiff who 
decided that her Catholic religion gave her a right to determine whether or not her child 
should be vaccinated. 
While religious leanings are a fine reason to refuse a vaccination – the court also 
determined against her in the case because there was ‘strong evidence’ that her 
refusal vaccines were due to her fear of them being harmful, and not due to her 
religious beliefs. 
Unfortunately, it’s true that vaccines can potentially cause unwanted problems, as 
outlined even by the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Event reports. Vaccines could lead 
to reproductive health damage, hampered child development, autism, cancer, death and  
neurological disorders. This is no less abhorrent than the teenage girl who was recently 
told by a court of law that she HAD to get chemotherapy for her cancer treatment. 
Really? How can the ‘nation of the free’ make such enforcement on its citizens? 
17-year old Cassandra has Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, but she says she doesn’t want 
chemotherapy: 
“Everyone including myself should have the given right to say what you do or 
don’t want to be done to their body.” 
Whether you believe in these types of medical interventions or not, your rights are being 
stripped from you. There are currently 58 bills in 24 different states that would limit 
your rights when it comes to vaccines, and in some cases, you would be forced 
or face jail time or have your children taken from you by Child Protective 
Services.  
This should also cause a moment of reflection since the US has an extremely high 
infant mortality rate (and we start vaccinating our babies at birth). Furthermore, 
U.S. law protects vaccine manufacturers from any liability due to faulty vaccines 
– not the people who suffer from them.  
This article first appeared at NaturalSociety.com.  
http://www.infowars.com/u-s... 

 
++ Nazi’s On the Loose: Jail 'anti-vax' parents: Column 

Alex Berezow January 28, 2015 
The entirely preventable California 
measles outbreak has now sickened 
more than 70 people. With perhaps 
hundreds more exposed, the outbreak 
will likely continue. 
As the disease spreads, experts will 
debate how we respond and what to do 
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about the anti-vaccine movement that's partly to blame for this mess. Likely, all 
we'll agree on is better outreach to parents. 
That's not enough. Parents who do not vaccinate their children should go to jail. 
In the year 2015, it is amazing that anyone in the United States contracts measles. 
Today, however, because of ignorant "anti-vaxxers," the disease is staging a 
comeback. 
Anti-vaxxers often claim the right not to put "poison" in their children's bodies. 
That is ludicrous. A mountain of data has demonstrated that vaccines are safe 
and effective. Insisting otherwise is akin to believing that the moon landing was 
faked. 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2015/01/27/jail-anti-vax-parents-vaccines-
cdc-measles-disney-world-california-column/22420771/   
Comment: Their forked tongue, devil lies just keep getting bigger and bigger. 
Here are the facts, just regarding the Measles (MMR & ProQuad) vaccines: 
A mother whose newborn contracted measles is blaming “unvaccinated” 
children, despite evidence showing vaccinated children can still spread measles 
and statistics showing the measles vaccine was linked to more deaths in the past 
10 years than the disease. 
Not only that, but the person who may have given her newborn measles was 
vaccinated, according to officials. 
Measles Vaccine Kills More People Than The Disease  Media buries statistics and 
studies pointing to vaccine dangers.  
Vaccine Inserts Say Recipients are Contagious for 28 Days  
The Vaccinated are Infected Carriers   
CDC lies: Measles outbreaks confirmed among children already vaccinated 
Infant Develops Measles-Like Rash Weeks After Receiving Measles Vaccine   
MMR measles vaccine clinical trial results FAKED by Big Pharma - shocking U.S. 
court documents reveal all 
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GRAPHICAL EVIDENCE SHOWS VACCINES DIDN`T SAVE US 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above graphs, based on the official death numbers as recorded in the 
Official Year Books of the Commonwealth of Australia, are taken from 
Greg Beattie`s excellent book "Vaccination A Parent`s 
Dilemma":(http://www.informedparent.co.uk/books_and_videos.html )and 
represent the decline in death rates from infectious disease in Australia. 
They clearly show that vaccines had nothing to do with the decline in 
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death rates. (Note: Graphical evidence on the decline in death rates 
from infectious disease for USA, England, New Zealand and many 
other countries shows the exact same scenario as above). 
So what were the true reasons for this decline? From his book `Health 
and Healing` Dr Andrew Weil best answers it with this statement; 
"Scientific medicine has taken credit it does not deserve for some 
advances in health. Most people believe that victory over the infectious 
diseases of the last century came with the invention of immunizations. In 
fact, cholera, typhoid, tetanus, diphtheria and whooping cough, etc, were 
in decline before vaccines for them became available - the result of 
better methods of sanitation, sewage disposal, and distribution of 
food and water."  

MMR & ProQuad--Aborted Babies Used in Vaccinations  
For over fifty years pharmaceutical companies in this country have been 
producing vaccines derived from tissues of aborted babies, a fact that was 
brought to light when several prominent religious newspapers published articles 
on the morality of using the vaccines. The trouble began when a new law in St. Louis 
County, Mo. required food handlers to obtain the Hepatitis-A vaccine for employment. 
When the source of the vaccine was revealed, many principled individuals objected and 
with good reason. And as this information has continued to become more and more 
public, a large number of physicians and parents are highly troubled by the ethical 
issues involved.  
How did this happen? During the Rubella epidemic of 1964, some doctors advised 
exposed pregnant women to abort their children. The resulting virus strain developed 
was known in the science world as RA/27/3, where R=Rubella, A=Abortus, 
27=27th aborted baby tested, 3=third tissue sample. There were actually 26 
abortions prior to finding the right “species” with the active virus. The vaccine 
was then cultivated on the lung tissue of yet another aborted infant, known as WI-
38 (Wistar Institute 38), this sample was taken from the lung tissue of an aborted 
female infant at 3 months gestation in the 1960s. A second human cell line, MRC-5 
was derived from a aborted male at 14 weeks gestation in the 1970s. They were used 
to cultivate the weakened virus strains of several diseases to produce immunizations. 
These two human cell lines cultivated in the lab continue to provide an ongoing 
source for many widely used vaccines.  
Vaccines developed from aborted fetal tissues: 
MMR II Rubella Virus Live Merck 
M-M-R ® II  
 (Measles, Mumps, and Rubella Virus Vaccine Live) is a live virus vaccine for 
vaccination against measles (rubeola), mumps, and rubella (German measles). M-
M-R II is a sterile lyophilized preparation of: 
(1) ATTENUVAX® (Measles Virus Vaccine Live), a more attenuated line of measles 
virus, derived from Enders' attenuated Edmonston strain and propagated in chick 
embryo cell culture;  
(2) MUMPSVAX® (Mumps Virus Vaccine Live), the Jeryl Lynn™ (B level) strain of 
mumps virus propagated in chick embryo cell culture; and  
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(3) MERUVAX® II (Rubella Virus Vaccine Live), the Wistar RA 27/3 strain of live 
attenuated rubella virus propagated in WI-38 human diploid lung fibroblasts.{1,2} 
The growth medium for measles and mumps is Medium 199 (a buffered salt 
solution containing vitamins and amino acids and supplemented with fetal bovine 
serum) Fetal bovine serum (FBS) or fetal calf serum is the blood fraction 
remaining after the natural coagulation of blood, followed by centrifugation to 
remove any remaining red blood cells.[1] Fetal bovine serum comes from the 
blood drawn from a bovine fetus via a closed system of collection at the 
slaughterhouse.   
….containing SPGA (sucrose, phosphate, glutamate, and recombinant human 
albumin) (Human albumin is a blood plasma protein produced in the liver) as 
stabilizer and neomycin. Neomycin is typically used as a topical preparation, 
such as Neosporin…It is not given intravenously, as neomycin is extremely 
nephrotoxic (causes kidney damage), especially compared to other 
aminoglycosides. The exception is when neomycin is included, in very small 
quantities, as a preservative in some vaccines –[1] 
….The controversial MMR II vaccine also reportedly contains a genetically-
engineered human protein known as Recombumin, or recombinant human 
albumin, that most parents are unaware is being injected into their babies.  
MMR II is the only known vaccine that contains GM human protein, according to 
NVIC, but its unique presence in this contentious combination vaccine could help 
explain the unusual uptick in vaccine-induced neurological damage associated 
with it in recent years.  
Human albumin is derived from human blood. The vaccine package inserts do not 
specify the source of the human blood. However, this investigative report 
provides some clues. For a deeper understanding of the market in human blood, 
read this Forbes article: The Guys Who Trade Your Blood For Profit.  
----------------------------------------- 
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings on How “They” Are Trying to Corrupt Our DNA 
Here: 
Transhumanism, Vaccinations, DNA and Corrupting the Seed of Mankind 
Cloning, DNA Manipulation & Corrupting The Seed & the Book of Enoch 
End Time Current Events–8-7-11–Part 5 
--------------------------------------- 
So what we know is that aborted fetal cell lines, GM human albumin, and human 
albumin and DNA derived from other unknown sources are all being used to 
develop many of the vaccines being injected into society's most fragile and 
sensitive members today. If this is not a serious cause for concern, then it is hard 
to know what is, especially as allergies, asthma, irritable bowel syndrome, 
autism, and many other chronic health conditions continue to escalate 
inexplicably. 
http://www.naturalnews.com/z038873_childhood_vaccines_aborted_babies_DNA.
html  
A recent CBS News Investigates article interviews a former senior scientist at a 
pharmaceutical firm who discusses the increase in autism incidences 
corresponding with the introduction of human DNA to MMR vaccine, and 
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suggests the two could be linked. Ratajczak also says an additional increased 
spike in autism occurred in 1995 when chicken pox vaccine was grown in human 
fetal tissue. Read more here.  
"Educated parents can either get their children out of harm's way or continue 
living inside one of the largest most evil lies in history, that vaccines -- full of 
heavy metals, viral diseases, mycoplasma, fecal material, DNA fragments from 
other species, formaldehyde, polysorbate 80 (a sterilizing agent) -- are a miracle 
of modern medicine," 
http://www.naturalnews.com/048430_vaccines_sudden_death_Big_Pharma.html#i
xzz3QPjgFLyz 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Proquad MMR Varicella Live Virus Merck 
ProQuad® Measles, Mumps, Rubella and Varicella Virus Vaccine Live  
Lyophilized preparation for subcutaneous injection  
11 DESCRIPTION ProQuad (Measles, Mumps, Rubella and Varicella Virus Vaccine 
Live) is a combined, attenuated, live virus vaccine containing measles, mumps, 
rubella, and varicella viruses. ProQuad is a sterile lyophilized preparation of (1) 
the component s of M-M-R II (Measles, Mumps, and Rubella Virus Vaccine Live): 
Measles Virus Vaccine Live, a more attenuated line of measles virus, derived from 
Enders' attenuated Edmonston strain and propagated in chick embryo cell 
culture; Mumps Virus Vaccine Live, the Jeryl Lynn™ (B level) strain of mumps 
virus propagated in chick embryo cell culture; Rubella Virus Vaccine Live, the 
Wistar RA 27/3 strain of live attenuated rubella virus propagated in WI-38 human 
diploid lung fibroblasts; and (2) Varicella Virus Vaccine Live (O ka/Merck), the 
Oka/Merck strain of varicella-zoster virus propagated in MRC-5 cells. Comment: 
this one has all 3 strains of aborted fetal cell lines used to culture vaccines!!!! The 
cells, virus pools, bovine serum, and human albumin used in manufacturing are 
all tested to provide assurance that the final product is free of potential 
adventitious agents. 
The FDA has concerns about the safety of medical products derived from human 
blood and the risk of viral and prion disease transmission. This concern is 
echoed on page 4 of the package insert for ProQuad (MMR/Chicken Pox).  
From the late 1970s to the mid-1980s, about half of all people with hemophilia 
became infected with HIV after using contaminated blood products. According to 
The National Hemophilia Foundation, Despite the implementation of safety 
advances, the risk remains for known and unknown potential infectious agents 
and pathogens to threaten the blood supply and blood products.  
After widespread use, some vaccines were found to have been contaminated with 
animal virus DNA that was not detected pre or post-licensure.  
The long-term risks to human health of injecting infants, children and adults with 
human protein/DNA have never been studied.  
------------------------------------------------------------------   
The CDC says: To prevent measles, children (and some adults) should be 
vaccinated with the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine. Two doses of 
this vaccine are needed for complete protection. Children should be given the 
first dose of MMR vaccine at 12 to 15 months of age. The second dose can be 
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given 4 weeks later, but is usually given before the start of kindergarten at 4 to 6 
years of age. 

 
McDonald’s Gives Free Vaccines With Happy Meals In Texas 
As it turns out, your child may just be able to receive a number of significant 
vaccinations at your local McDonald’s on behalf of the Department of Public 
Health. 
I was just as shocked as you are when I heard news from an email tip that one 
reader’s local McDonald’s was launching a ‘free vaccination’ program alongside 
their fast food marketing campaign, and I was reasonably skeptical that even 
McDonald’s would launch such a strange combination. Especially when 
considering the extreme financial downfall that the company is experiencing as 
millions abandon their fake food amid public knowledge over the true extent of 
their synthetic ingredient list. 
As it turns out, however, numerous Texas newspapers and outlets have 
documented the ‘free McDonald’s vaccine’ events that have popped up in 
Amarillo. It was, and is, very real. Amarillo.com details the event that first 
occurred years ago, writing: 
“The city of Amarillo’s Department of Public Health and the Caring for Children 
Foundation of Texas will offer free vaccinations for children from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Saturday at McDonald’s restaurant, 1815 S. Grand St.  
The vaccinations will include meningococcal vaccine, which is required for seventh- and 
eighth-graders and for college students residing in campus housing; the varicella 
vaccine, which is required for kindergarten and first grade and for seventh- and eighth-
graders; the Tdap vaccine booster required for seventh- and eighth-graders; MMR 
vaccine for kindergarten and first grade; and hepatitis A, required for kindergarten and 
first grade.  
Parents and guardians are asked to bring immunization records, and children 
under 17 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.” 

 
Big Brother Alert: Mandatory Vaccines: Shots Should Be As Nonnegotiable As 
Seat Belts, Experts Claim  
Mandatory vaccines may not be happening any time soon, but a growing number 
of experts think that they should be. 
While many parts of the country allow exemptions for vaccinations under 
philosophical or religious differences, a large number of medical professionals 
are crying foul. 
In a recent article on Huffington Post, some of these individuals discussed their 
feelings, drawing comparisons between mandatory vaccines and mandatory laws 
requiring motorists to wear seat belts. 
One of these experts is Patsy Stinchfield, director of Pediatric Infectious Disease 
Services at Children’s Hospitals and Clinics of Minnesota. 
In comments to the news site, she had this to say. 
“We would never think to just lay that newborn baby down in the front seat and 
say, ‘I don’t really believe in car seats,’ or ‘I don’t really want to buckle my child 

http://www.infowars.com/mcdonalds-gives-free-vaccines-with-happy-meals-in-texas/
http://amarillo.com/stories/051810/new_news5.shtml
http://amarillo.com/stories/051810/new_news5.shtml
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/03/mandatory-measles-vaccines_n_6601564.html?utm_hp_ref=chicago&ir=Chicago


up.’… We should have the same kind of vigor when it comes to protecting 
children from vaccine-preventable diseases.” 
http://www.inquisitr.com/1825825/mandatory-vaccines-shots-should-be-as-
nonnegotiable-as-seat-belts-experts-claim/#rtVSALfc0WvlGiXm.99  
-------------------------------- 
A bigger and more primary issue in this discussion of forced, mandated, and 
“required to work” vaccinations is this: where comes the "Authority" to violate 
the body of an individual without permission, by force or threat of job loss or jail 
? By what moral authority or life natural authority can costumed pretend 
authorities violate a person's most intimate and private possession, his/her 
body? 

 
Quotes From Many Prominent MD’s Regarding Vaccines 
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Big Brother Alert: Unvaccinated Families’ Addresses Should Be Made Public 
Joe Mathews / Zocalo Public Square @ThePublicSquare  
Feb. 11, 2015 -- The names and addresses of parents who won't vaccinate their 
children should made available on the Internet through a public registry 
Shouldn’t we know where they live?  
California’s measles outbreak has touched off a debate about how to reduce the 
number of parents who choose—in defiance of all credible public health 
information—not to vaccinate their children. So far, the debate has focused on 
tightening California laws that make it easy for parents to obtain exemptions from 
school vaccination requirements. Newly introduced state legislation would 
eliminate the “Personal Belief Exemption” that thousands of anti-vaccine parents 
have used. 
I’d be more than happy to see this proposal become law. But the politics of 
reducing parental choice are fraught, and there are limits to the law’s ability to 
compel good parenting. There’s also a hard cultural fact: few things are more 
fundamentally Californian than the freedom to believe whatever pseudo-religious 
or pseudo-scientific nonsense you choose. So, one way or another, it’s likely that 
parents will still find ways to avoid vaccinating their children, despite the risks to 
both their own kids and their communities. 
A tougher, smarter way of dealing with anti-vaccine parents would be to target 
not their choice—but the secrecy that surrounds that choice. 
Under today’s privacy laws, public schools and health authorities must protect 
the identity of parents who choose not to vaccinate. That’s wrong for many 
reasons. First, the secrecy effectively forces public employees, whose first duty 
should be to the public safety, to be enablers of those who threaten that safety. 
Second, parents who endanger the community’s health don’t deserve official 
protection. And third, the confidentiality of such exemptions makes it harder for 
those families who vaccinate their children to protect themselves. 
People deserve privacy in their private spheres. But a parent who won’t vaccinate 
is not making a private health decision: She is making a public health decision 
that profoundly affects others. 
So let’s treat the exemption they obtains as the public act it is. Every single 
exemption request should be reviewed in a public meeting and approved by a 
public body (like a city council or school board). And if the exemption is 
approved, basic information—the parent’s name, address, and the vaccinations 
declined—should be available on the Internet via a publicly maintained registry. 
The virtues of disclosure are clear. Having your family’s name published as a 
potential hazard to public health would be a strong disincentive to obtaining an 
exemption for all but the most committed (i.e., delusional) anti-vaxxers. And the 

http://time.com/author/zocalo-public-square/
https://twitter.com/ThePublicSquare


rest of us would be able to identify our unvaccinated neighbors, and our 
children’s unvaccinated schoolmates.  
http://time.com/3703769/vaccine-refusal-measels-addresses/  

 
++ FOX HOST ON MANDATORY VACCINES: “SOME THINGS REQUIRE BIG 
BROTHER”  
After both Rand Paul and Chris Christie said that the government should not have 
the power to make childhood vaccines mandatory, Fox News hosts Megyn Kelly 
and Bill O’Reilly agreed that the state should be able to force parents into giving 
their kids shots, arguing “some things require big brother”. 
Play to 2:23: http://youtu.be/B-OWg0kWxKo  
http://www.infowars.com/fox-host-on-m... 

 
Doctors have stopped seeing patients who refuse vaccinations... 
Since the Disneyland measles outbreak, parents who refuse vaccines for their 
children on religious or philosophical grounds have been on the defensive 
against a tide of doctors and public-health officials urging people to get the 
measles-mumps-rubella, or MMR, vaccine. 
On Wednesday, California lawmakers sought to eliminate personal belief 
exemptions by proposing legislation that would require all school children to be 
vaccinated unless a child's health is in danger. If passed, California would join 
Mississippi and West Virginia with such strict vaccine rules. 
------------------------------------------------- 
“Childhood vaccinations are the responsibility of parents not health 
professionals who have a vested interest in selling as many shots as possible. 
The health professionals who almost worship vaccines tell us that without 
vaccinations infectious diseases would have almost wiped out the world; 
however that is not true. Dr. Harold E. Buttram reported that the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company reveals that from 1911 to 1935 the four leading causes of 
childhood deaths from infectious diseases in America were diphtheria, pertussis 
(whooping cough), scarlet fever, and measles. Then by 1945, "the combined 
death rates from these causes had declined by 95 percent, before the 
implementation of mass immunization programs." It seems the greatest factors in 
this decline were "sanitation through public health measures, improved nutrition, 
better housing with less crowded...” http://donboys.cstnews.com/childhood-
vaccinations-the-real-story 

 
Declare War on Vaccine Pushers  
Play from 1:18-16:47 & 20:22-22:13: http://youtu.be/OtlGCidyPtw  
Half of All Children Will Be Autistic by 2025, Warns Senior Research Scientist at 
MIT 

 
++ The End of Medical Ethics: “Informed Consent” is in Critical Condition  
Play to 10:19:  http://youtu.be/4dcI5y_WPAA  
From the: http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Informed+Consent  

http://time.com/3703769/vaccine-refusal-measels-addresses/
http://youtu.be/B-OWg0kWxKo
http://www.infowars.com/fox-host-on-mandatory-vaccines-some-things-require-big-brother/
http://contendingfortruth.us2.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=2c287b20028afcd000ebd3a43&id=ac8a2a7d70&e=982c95db61
http://donboys.cstnews.com/childhood-vaccinations-the-real-story
http://donboys.cstnews.com/childhood-vaccinations-the-real-story
http://youtu.be/OtlGCidyPtw
http://aahf.convio.net/site/R?i=Pu8aQ-zTASXjFOsmhPO1wg
http://aahf.convio.net/site/R?i=Pu8aQ-zTASXjFOsmhPO1wg
http://youtu.be/4dcI5y_WPAA
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Informed+Consent


We read: “Informed Consent--Assent to permit an occurrence, such as surgery, 
that is based on a complete disclosure of facts needed to make the decision 
intelligently, such as knowledge of the risks entailed or alternatives. 
The name for a fundamental principle of law that a physician has a duty to reveal 
what a reasonably prudent physician in the medical community (employing 
reasonable care) would reveal to a patient as to whatever reasonably foreseeable 
risks of harm might result from a proposed course of treatment. This disclosure 
must be afforded so that a patient…can intelligently exercise judgment by 
reasonably Balancing the probable risks against the probable benefits.” 
------------------ 
It looks like governments around the world will try to either force these 
vaccinations on the public or launch a massive propaganda campaign to trick 
you into submitting to a jab. If they attempt to force these untested and 
essentially experimental vaccinations on you, cite the Nuremberg Code, which 
states: “The voluntary consent of the human subject is essential.” No experimental 
vaccine should be “conducted where there is a prior reason to believe that death or 
disabling injury will occur, except, perhaps, in those experiments where the 
experimental physicians also serve as a subjects." 

 
Bill Gates Insane Quest To Sterilize And Depopulate The World Revealed () 
Geri Ungurean | February 13, 2015 | 38 Comments  
Bill Gates dream of population control is being accomplished through the 
extensive use of vaccines and abortion 
“Woe to them that devise iniquity, and work evil upon their beds! When the 
morning is light, they practise it, because it is in the power of their hand.” (Micah 
2:1) 
When I was outlining the main points of this article, at times I felt like I was reading a 
fictional novel — so EVIL, that it nearly took my breath away that people could do such 
horrific things to their fellow human beings. 
In an interview, Gates talked about his family, in particular – his dad. He told the 
interviewer that his father was a eugenicist, and that for many years his dad was 
the head of Planned Parenthood. When Bill Gates divulged this information, it was 
clear that he felt proud of his father for his work. It disgusted me. 
The Ebola Scare, Where Did It Disappear To? 
Please stay with me on this. I believe that I have collected enough compelling 
evidence to show that this was “calculated” and very well planned. I will, in this 
article, explain why I have come to this conclusion. 
 “Once again, major, hard evidence is available from government scientific websites 
showing that major fraud is being perpetrated on us all regarding the latest vaccine 
scam through a well coordinated fear campaign by our government and associated 
regulatory agencies. Months ago we first heard of Ebola out of Africa where no 
remedy was available. Then two doctors who were contaminated were brought into 
the U.S… Then, wait for it… they were cured and released! 
Science had come through again. Problem/Reaction/Solution.   
Bill Gates explains why vaccinations can LOWER population 

http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Balancing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuremberg_Code
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=30774
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?author=1311
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=30774#comments


No, you didn’t read that wrong, and it’s not a typo. That’s exactly what he said. Let me 
show you: 
Bill gates explains in this short video clip, that there are presently 6.8 billion people on 
our planet, and that is rapidly rising and will be at 9 billion not long from now. He shows 
in the video a chart that certain criteria must be examined. His short answer is that the 
miracle that will save our planet are VACCINES (which he states in the video that he 
loves) 
Play from 2:33: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc-20VK9TbA   

 
Anti-Vaccine Professionals, Doctors and Nurses-- The International Medical 
Council on Vaccination 
See: http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/about/   “The International Medical Council on 
Vaccination is an association of medical doctors, registered nurses and other 
qualified medical professionals whose purpose is to counter the messages 
asserted by pharmaceutical companies, the government and medical agencies 
that vaccines are safe, effective and harmless. 
Our conclusions have been reached individually by each member of the Council, after 
thousands of hours of personal research, study and observation. 
Principles and Findings 

 We are profoundly critical of the practice of vaccination. Vaccination is an 
unacceptable risk to every member of society, regardless of age. 

 As medical professionals, Council members have observed first-hand the health 
of vaccinated vs. the unvaccinated. We find the latter group to be robust, healthy 
and drug-free compared to the former group. 

 We have reviewed published studies in support of vaccines and have found them 
wanting in both substance and science. 

 We have brought out into the open hundreds of peer-reviewed, published 
medical articles that document the damage and the diseases caused by 
vaccines. 

 We find the premise of herd immunity to be a faulty theory. 
 We encourage intelligent debate about vaccination. 
 We expect individuals to take responsibility for their health and the health of their 

children by investigating the problems due to vaccination prior to subjecting their 
children, or themselves, to this medical procedure. 

 We believe that refusing vaccination is a personal right that should be 
legislatively guaranteed. 

Board of Directors 
Mayer Eisenstein, MD, JD, MPH 
Suzanne Humphries, MD 
Sherri Tenpenny, DO 
Board of Advisors 
Alexander Kotok, MD, PhD 
Demetra Vagias, MD, ND 
Harold Buttram, MD 
Jayne Donegan, MBBS 
Juan Manuel Martinez Mendez, MD 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc-20VK9TbA
http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/about/


Kris Gaublomme, MD 
Robert Davidson, MD, PhD 
The Great Annual Outbreak Hype: 
2007 SARS Virus 
2008 Bird Virus 
2009 The Great H1N1 scare which allowed vaccination manufactures to get 
immunity from prosecution for any vaccines 
2010 HPV vaccine 
2011 Whooping Cough 
2012 MMR (measles) 
2013 Pregnant Women for Hep B, 
2014 Ebola… 
So typically this is a this a yearly beta testing scare to force compliance, 
brainwash the public, gauge public pushback and to ensure Big Pharma makes 
Big Bank. [2] – source 
In 1999, Gates gave over 20 million dollars to Johns Hopkins to establish a wing 
of the hospital where the Foundation was born. This foundation has always 
hidden behind the mantra of “Health and help” for women in third world 
countries. The thrust of the foundation has been working with the big Pharma 
companies, to create vaccines for the masses in these impoverished countries. 

When the Scientists and doctors in 
India examined the vaccines sent to 
them by the Gates Foundation, they 
found chemicals used to sterilize 
people. They now have a huge lawsuit 
against Bill Gates and his Foundation. 
[3] – source 
So in Conclusion POPULATION 
CONTROL (in part) is being accomplished 
through the extensive use of vaccines. 
There are mega rich, unsaved people, 

deceiving millions of people all over the world who are bent on our destruction. 
But the ones who are being manipulated and harmed the most are in these third world 
countries.  
That is exactly why Planned Parenthood strategically places most of their killing 
mills in the inner cities, where they know that there are densely populated areas of 
blacks. 
I thank the Lord that the scientists and doctors in India had the presence of mind 
to test the ingredients in the “Vaccines.” 

++ VACCINE APOCALYPSE NOW:This is a war, started centuries ago and 
continues today because most Americans have no education in the history of 
vaccines or the nature of medical tyranny.  
Vaccines themselves are an open door to your body, a direct entrance past the 
firewall of your skin and immune system, capable of causing or creating any 
imaginable malady in your body, whether at the moment of injection or, via a 
timed mechanism, causing long term health problems after any number of years. 

http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/about/
http://vactruth.com/2014/10/05/bill-gates-vaccine-crimes/
http://thegovernmentrag.com/vaccine-apocalypse-now.html#.VNg1G950r8u
http://thegovernmentrag.com/vaccine-apocalypse-now.html#.VNg1G950r8u
http://thegovernmentrag.com/vaccine-apocalypse-now.html#.VNg1G950r8u


Pharmaceutical cartels protected by regulatory bodies, captured and controlled 
by Big Pharma, are finding it more difficult and expensive to produce medicine to 
actually treat disease and have been moving to a cheaper and highly profitable 
model of vaccinating for disease. The upside also includes a not spoken about 
benefit, vaccinated people are likely to develop chronic lifelong problems 
associated with immune disorders and disease caused by the compounds of 
vaccines. Damaged vaccine recipients become a continual source of patients 
supplied to the conventional medical system still treating people with disease 
causing medicine, unnecessary surgery and long term hospitalization and 
nursing home care for older people suffering from disease caused originally by 
vaccination years earlier. 
"Edward Jenner (1796-1839) "discovered" that the cowpox vaccine would 
supposedly innoculate persons against the eighteenth century scourge of 
smallpox. In fact, smallpox was already on the wane, and some authorities 
believe it would have vanished by the end of the century, due to a number of 
contributing factors. After the use of cowpox vaccine became widespread in 
England, a smallpox epidemic broke in which killed 22,081 people. The smallpox 
epidemic became worse each year that the vaccine was used. In 1872, 44,480 
people were killed by it. England finally banned the vaccine in 1948, despite the 
fact that it was one of the most widely heralded "contributions" which that 
country had made to modern medicine. This action came after many years of 
compulsory vaccination, during which period those who refused to submit to its 
dangers were hurried off to jail."[E] page 136-137 [E] "Death By Injection: The 
Story of the Medical Conspiracy Against America", Eustace Mullins  
 
According to the study below Researchers identified three specific change points 
in the U.S. between 1970 and 2002 following the approval in 1979 of the MMR II 
and Varivax Chickenpox vaccines, which used the aborted baby fetal cell line WI-
38, instead of animal-based cells. The Late 1980 study by the EPA confirmed one 
of the change points in which the incidence of Autism rose significantly in the 
U.S. as well as points in other countries. Each of these points corresponds to the 
times that a vaccine containing DNA from aborted babies was added to the 
recommended vaccine schedule." [emphasis added] IBID 
Worse yet "“Not only are the human fetal contaminated vaccines associated with 
autistic disorder throughout the World but also with epidemic childhood leukemia 
and lymphomas.”  IBID The actual study is located here: 
http://www.academicjournals.org/journal/JPHE/article-abstract/C98151247042 

 
ALERT: Feb. 10, 2015 CONGRESSIONAL CHILDHOOD VACCINE HEARING (PRO 
VACCINE PROPAGANDA)-- LIES, LIES, LIES.  HOW THEY HAVE THE AUDACITY 
TO LIE SO BLATANTLY 
Brett February 12, 2015 at 1:55 pm  What can we do to fight this??? 
Editor Post author February 12, 2015 at 2:38 pm This is what we are doing, so far 
we have 550 parents participating in the Mobile fleet campaign. See: 
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/sticker-strategy/infantry/ 

http://www.academicjournals.org/journal/JPHE/article-abstract/C98151247042
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/2015/02/12/alert-feb-10-2015-congressional-childhood-vaccine-hearing-pro-vaccine-propaganda/comment-page-1/#comment-946863
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/2015/02/12/alert-feb-10-2015-congressional-childhood-vaccine-hearing-pro-vaccine-propaganda/VaccineLiberationArmy.com
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/2015/02/12/alert-feb-10-2015-congressional-childhood-vaccine-hearing-pro-vaccine-propaganda/comment-page-1/#comment-946920
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/sticker-strategy/infantry/


++ Well over a hundred parents speak out in two minute video clips on youtube to 
tell the world that they are absolutely certain that the vaccines caused their 
children’s neuro-developmental injuries. Go to the Channel… 

 
You Could Be Quarantined and Forced to Take Toxic Drugs 

Posted By ANH-USA On January 13, 2015  
A new federal executive order expands the list of illnesses for 
which you could be detained, isolated, and treated against 
your will if you are entering the US or traveling between 
states—even if you are completely healthy. Some states have 
similar or worse laws that would even allow entry into your 
home. 
President Obama has signed an executive order [1] 
expanding the list of illnesses that could result in forced 
detention, isolation, and quarantine for anyone exposed, 
even if they are not sick. It updates a Bush-era executive 
order [2], adding “severe acute respiratory syndromes” except 
for influenza to the list of detainable communicable diseases. 
The Public Health Service Act [3] allows the government to 

apprehend and detain individuals based on communicable diseases named in the 
Act, or named by presidential executive orders. Executive orders do not have to 
get congressional approval. 
Not only can people with the disease be forcibly isolated, but the CDC also has the 
power to quarantine anyone who may have been exposed. The new executive order 
allows detentions for “diseases that are associated with fever and signs and symptoms 
of pneumonia or other respiratory illness…capable of being transmitted from person to 
person, and that either are causing, or have the potential to cause, a pandemic, or, 
upon infection, are highly likely to cause mortality or serious morbidity if not properly 
controlled” [italics ours]. In other words, if you have been exposed to one of the 
listed communicable diseases—even if you do not show symptoms—you may be 
forcibly detained and quarantined. 
This is broad authority, as the CDC notes: “In addition to serving as medical 
functions, isolation and quarantine also are ‘police power’ functions, derived 
from the right of the state to take action affecting individuals for the benefit of 
society.” And since this is federal law, it covers [4] people entering into the United 
States and people traveling between states as well. 
Even worse, because of various draconian state laws [5], individuals can also be 
detained against their will within their state—which includes being forced from 
their home. Once in quarantine, a potentially toxic drug regimen is generally 
enforced. While detention authority and scope differs from state to state, some have 
excessively broad powers. For example 

 In Alabama, the governor or state board of health may proclaim a quarantine 
whenever it is deemed necessary. The board of health has full powers of 
enforcement, and may formulate any rules it believes necessary. 

 In Idaho, the state reserves the right to enter an individual’s home by force if an 
occupant may have been exposed. 

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFCrfK5rP_B6huriP1hLApw/videos
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/07/31/executive-order-revised-list-quarantinable-communicable-diseases
http://www.cdc.gov/sars/quarantine/exec-2004-04-03.html
http://www.cdc.gov/sars/quarantine/exec-2004-04-03.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/264
http://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/pdfs/legal-authorities-isolation-quarantine.pdf
http://www.ncsl.org/research/health/state-quarantine-and-isolation-statutes.aspx


 Maine reserves the right to impose emergency regulations at the mere threat of 
an outbreak. 

 New York can also detain patients in a locked ward at Bellevue hospital. 
 In 2009 the Massachusetts Senate considered a bill [6] allowing the police, during 

a declared public health emergency, to arrest people without a warrant if they 
have “probable cause” to think they’re not complying with orders (including verbal 
orders from the public health commissioner or local public health authority). 
Under this bill, citizens could have been detained for as long as necessary for the 
public authorities to “convey information to you regarding the disease.” Happily, 
because of grassroots activists like you and opposition from the 
Massachusetts House, the bill did not pass [7] and was never reintroduced. 

Of deep concern is that, in most instances, natural treatments will be denied in favor of 
state-mandated treatments. In New York, for example [8], a patient with tuberculosis was 
placed in mandatory isolation for two weeks—and now, even after being released 
from isolation, he still must take three powerful antibiotics every day and is 
monitored by health officials via smartphone from his home. In Arkansas, for 
those under mandated treatment for tuberculosis, “disorderly conduct” can be 
punished with confinement of up to six months. Does disorderly conduct include 
not accepting the state-mandated treatment? We don’t know for certain, but it 
seems likely. 
Keep yourself healthy! Vitamin D is an excellent preventive treatment for influenza 
and other viral diseases, and is being studied as a powerful tool to treat and 
prevent tuberculosis [9] and other communicable diseases and potential 
pandemics.  
++++D-3 & Invive Mild Silver Protein Offer--Dr. Johnson's Comment:  From the 
feedback I have gotten it is apparent that the high dose, foodstate Vitamin D-3  
from Innate Response Formula is not readily available off the Internet.  So if 
interested I will be offering the high dosage, Professional line Innate Response 
Formula-1000iu, 2000iu & 5000iu Vitamin D-3 products at the sizes and prices 
below (Sorry US orders only).  Also if you order any quantity of Invive 5000ppm 
Silver with the Innate Vitamin D-3 the shipping is free. 
++For a total just email Dr. Johnson ( drjohnson@ix.netcom.com ) with what you 
would like to order & your shipping address; and a total with payment options will 
be emailed to you quickly.  
Innate Vitamin D-3 1000iu (90 tablets): 30.00  
Innate Vitamin D-3 2000iu (90 tablets): 43.00  
Best Value: Innate Vitamin D-3 5000iu per capsule (60 capsules): 34.00    
Comment: Dr. Johnson’s Teaching on Vitamin D-3 here: 
End Time Current Events: 12-21-14 — Part 3 
Table of Contents:  
• Scott Johnson’s Reply to a Listener Question About Vitamin D2 & D3 
• Amazing Information Regarding Vitamin D-3 
• If Taking a Vitamin D Supplement, Remember Vitamin K, Vitamin F Factors, 
Vitamin A and Magnesium Too 
• The Amazing Chlorophyll Complex by Standard Process 
End Time Current Events: 12-21-14 — Part 4 
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• The Keys to Healthy Youthful Skin/The Truth About Sunscreens 
• Innate Response Formulas D-3 Product & Invive Mild Silver Protein Offer 
• The Dangers of Synthetic Vitamin D–Vitamin D Utilization Depends on Vitamins 
A, K & Magnesium 
PDF: End Time Current Events 12-21-14 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Invive Mild Silver Protein:  The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's 
and Infections.  Website: For More Information Click Here 
The March 1978 issue of Science Digest, in an article, 'Our Mightiest Germ 
Fighter,' reported: . . . "An antibiotic kills perhaps a half-dozen different disease 
organisms, but silver kills some 650. Resistant strains fail to develop." 
"Colloidal Silver . . . killed every virus that was tested in the lab," UCLA Medical 
Center.  
------------------------------------------- 
Proactive Measures In the Event of a Pandemic 
5000 Mild Silver Protein (M.S.P.) Suggested Therapeutic Dosing Guidelines 
1tsp.-1tbsp. for every 30 lbs. of bodyweight per day; if you have been exposed or if you 
have a virulent virus/Pandemic. The 1 tbsp. dosage would be used for life threatening 
situations.  This dosage should be equally broken up and taken in 3 hour intervals. Stay 
at home and avoid contact with the populace till the outbreak passes. If taking the 
M.S.P. drink at least 8, eight ounce glasses of purified water per day. M.S.P. can be 
used topically with DMSO over an infectious site. Because the 5000 PPM M.S.P. is only 
available in 4 ounce bottles it would be wise to keep at least a few bottles for each adult 
family member and 1-2 for each child in your household. View this like an insurance 
policy that hopefully you will never have to use.  Even if you don’t use this product in the 
event of a pandemic, it can be diluted and taken on an everyday basis to keep the 
immune system strong. 
Invive Silver Dosing Chart for children/babies  
Maximum dosage in case of a severe infection: 5 cc's of the 5000ppm Invive Mild 
Silver Protein per 30 lbs Bodyweight. 5cc = 1tsp. 
That means a 30 lb. child receives 5 cc in total per day, in divided doses of 1.2 cc 
q.i.d. (or 4 times a day) 
A 10 lb. baby receives 2 cc in total per day, in divided doses of 1.6 cc total per 
day. 
In this case (2cc's) that  means 7 (drops) Q.I.D.(or 4 times a day) 
Q.I.D.= 28 drops total per day divided by 4 = 7 minims (drops) sublingually every 6 
hours.  
Mild Silver Protein Website: www.dr-johnson.com      
++ Because Invive Silver is so stable it has a 15 year minimum shelf life.  Currently the 
expirations dates are 2028. There is no colloidal silver in any form that can even come 
close to their shelf life or potency; nor has there been one case of Argyria (turning 
gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.  
------------------------------------------- 
++ Note: Taking a true, natural, vitamin C is a major factor in dealing with virtually 
any immune system condition. Vitamin C (a full spectrum food source with the 
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bioflavonoids) is the best choice.  
Highly recommended: Vitamin C-400 - 180 tablets or C Complete Powder 81 G  
------------------------------------------- 
++ Note: Selenium is highly anti-viral. I recommend the foodstate: Selenium - 90 
tablets by Innate Response Formulas 
------------------------------------------- 
intraMAX: The Only 415 Ingredient, Liquid, Organic, ALL-IN-ONE Health 
Supplement ++For More Information click 
here: http://store.druckerlabs.com/intraMAXinfo_s/117.htm **In order to purchase 
IntraMAX you have to be referred by a health care professional. So just use the 
New Professional Referral/Ordering Code: JOH1512 at the following link(: 
http://store.druckerlabs.com/v/PatientRegistration.aspx Questions or to order? Call 
Customer Service toll free at: 888-881-2344  
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